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A: You are looking for a calculator using a procedure which
looks like: Choose the radio. Click the button on the right side
of the window, which is used for the calculation. (In your case
"Scan" and "Calc"). Q: Hibernate custom property doesn't work
when there is more than one path I'm using Hibernate 5.0.3 in
my project. When I use my custom property(a complex data
structure) as BIC attribute or STRING attribute, it works well.
But when I use my custom property in path such as "(bic:
'xyz')", the property becomes null, however, if I use a literal
instead of my custom property, it works well: String source =
"bic: 'abc'"; So my guess is that Hibernate didn't map my
property so that the column is still null, even though I put a
valid path. Anyone knows the answer? Thanks in advance! A:
You are right, that's why with String attribute hibernate simply
creates an alias on target table, but with custom property,
hibernate create a column on target table. Thus, because of the
column is null and a value on null, it fails. Q: Let $f(x) =
\int_{0}^{x} \frac{1}{x-t}dt$. Show that $f(x) = \ln{x} + c$
So I have this integration problem and am not really sure what I
should do. It says let $f(x) = \int_{0}^{x} \frac{1}{x-t}dt$ and
show that $f(x) = \ln{x} + c$ for some constant $c$. We
assume that $x > 0$. I am stuck on this problem, this is what I
have done. 1) Let $F(x) = \int_{0}^{x} \frac{1}{x-t}dt =
\ln\frac{x}{t} + C_{1} = \ln{x} + C_{1}$ so $C_{1} =
\ln{x}$ 2) Let $g(t) = \frac{1}{x-t} = \ d4474df7b8
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